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EXCEPTIONAL STYLE WITHOUT  
SACRIFICING PERFORMANCE. 
Gerber’s decorative product collections have something to fit every design.  

If you are looking to add a sleek, sophisticated, elegant, or transitional touch  

to a bath or powder room, Gerber has something that will fit any personal style.
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DESIGNED TO FLUSH
The most important feature of a toilet is the flush. Gerber leads the way with toilets that consistently 

flush better than other leading toilet brands, giving home owners and their guests a comfortable and 

confident bathroom experience. That, coupled with outstanding design and genuine value, makes 

Gerber decorative toilets the right choice for any project.
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Clean lines and square edges are traits 

of the dignified Allerton™ collection. The 

elegant transitional design and quiet, high 

performance toilet make this the perfect 

upgrade to any bath or powder room.

1. Allerton™ 22-579 pedestal sink and HE-20-004 toilet

2. Allerton HE-20-007, Luxoval™ 13-743 oval undermount sink

3. Allerton™ HE-20-007 toilet
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The Burr Ridge™ collection brings a contemporary 

look with a sleek design and crisp straight lines. 

The quick action 3˝ flush valve and dependable 

Fluidmaster® fill valve makes this suite a perfect fit 

for any bathroom.

1. Burr Ridge™ 20-023 toilet, Luxoval™ 13-740 round undermount sink

2. Burr Ridge™ 13-760 undercounter bathroom sink

3. Burr Ridge™ 21-187-CT one-piece toilet
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The Hinsdale™ collection brings a touch of simplicity 

and grace to a master bath or powder room.  

Hinsdale toilets offer QuietClean™ flushing  

technology, which gives you one of the quietest, 

cleanest flushes on the market.

1. Hinsdale™ toilet 20-181 and 23-502 pedestal sink 

2. Hinsdale™ 20-181 toilet and 23-502 pedestal sink

3. Hinsdale™ 23-508 pedestal sink
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Classically beautiful, the Logan Square™ 

collection brings brilliant style and  

superior performance to any bath  

or powder room design. For enhanced 

flexibility, Logan Square offers both a  

dual and traditional flush toilet, and  

a variety of bathroom sink options. 

1. Logan Square™ HE-20-018 toilet and 22-582 pedestal sink

2. Logan Square™ HE-20-016 toilet 

3. Logan Square™ HE-20-018 toilet and 22-582 pedestal sink
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Created with high-style and clean elements in mind, 

the sophisticated Wicker Park™ collection provides 

the ultimate in contemporary design and product 

performance. This look transforms the average 

bathroom into an exceptional design statement.

1. Wicker Park™ 20-020 toilet

2. Wicker Park™ 13-710 undercounter sink

3. Wicker Park™ 12-825 semi-recessed sink

4. Wicker Park™ 21-221 toilet

5. Wicker Park™ 12-892 self-rimming sink and 21-221 toilet

6. Wicker Park™ 20-020 toilet
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As functional as they are beautiful,  

Gerber decorative toilets deliver a full 

complement of features including ADA  

height, high efficiency performance and 

WaterSense compliance. 

1. Avalanche® 20-832 toilet

2. Avalanche® 21-014 toilet

3. Avalanche® 21-019 toilet

4. Avalanche Elite™ WS-20-852 toilet
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Gerber decorative sinks offer a wide variety of  

shapes and styles, giving your bathroom an 

additional design touch that adds form to function. 1. Maxwell® 12-834-CH self-rimming sink

2. Logan Square™ 12-760 undermount sink

3. Wicker Park™ 13-710 undercounter sink

4. Wicker Park™ 12-825 semi-recessed sink
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1. Avalanche® 23-595 pedestal sink

2. Wicker Park™ 12-899 counter top sink

3. Luxoval™ 13-740 undercounter sink

4. Luxoval™ 13-743 undercounter sink

5. Viper® 23-564 pedestal sink

6. Wicker Park™ 12-592 wall hung sink

7. Wicker Park™ 13-892 self-rimming sink
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